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A pioneer in radio since the first days of earphones and home-mace
crystal sets, Radio Station WOAI has consistently kept abreast of
the progression of quality broadcasting. San Antonio, Texas, our
city of license, is only one of the many rapidly growing south
Texas areas served by WOAI. The first WOAI transmitter, a 500 watt
unit, was signed on the air at 10:3083 September 25, 1922 by Mr. G.
A. C. Halff. It was one of the first super powered stations in
Texas. As the story goes .....Mr. Halff was able to obtain hundreds
ot small radios to give away in conjunction with his business of
the time. The problem Which developed was that no one wanted his
radios because they didn't have a station to listen to. Before long
Mr. Haltt put WOAl on the air and gave away all his radios!
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In July of 1925, WOAl increased its paver from 500 watts to 1000 -J "
watts and declared their first cOl\Ullercially sponsored program \JJ S
Which aired an orchestra playing typical Mexican melodies. In 1926 ~ tt::l: l:l
another increase was made to 2000 watts and the requests continued <: 1 -0
to pour in. One year later, 1927, the station signed on a 5000 '0 ~
watt transmitter at its new location 1031 Navarro. In July of '" ~ l;;)

1930, WOAI increased its power to the legal limit of 50,000 watts.+-~ C).tr"
At this point, WOAI has become the only 50,000 watt clear channel ~ __
station in South Texas. The ~jority of programming in the early
30's was soap operas and news on the hour.

The initial programming was a little bit of everything
anything! There were daily presentations featuring violin
piano selections with information on a variety of topics.

In 1937 the station erected a single 425 foot tower resulting in
extended coverage. The site of the new tower was near Selma, 17
miles northeast of San Antonio•.. a site now known as the Selma City
Hall. It was 2 years later that Henry Guerra joined the station as
a news reporter. He went on to become the news anchor and
celebrated his 50th anniversary with WOAI just last year. ~. .

On April 3, 1956, a B-26 bomber struck the tower and a
replac~ent tower took one month to co:plete. In 1959, WOAI ~oved

to a new transmitter site near El~ndorf, Texas and re~ined there
for over 28 years. As television began to be a part of life, radio
began to change. The soap operas were out and music was in.
Throughout the 50's and 60's WOAI played a variety of music
including classical and country.

In 1975, Clear Channel Co=unications, Inc. bought WOAI from AVCQ
Broadcasting Corporation for $1,500,000. The format of 79' popular
music with agriCUlture, news and talk was Updated to the present
day format of News/Talk/Sports. The talk shows becallle an intregal
part of the proqrllllllllinq, sports were introduced and the news
reporting was increased. The daily farm reports and agriculture
news remained and are still today being reported by Bill
McReynolds.
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In 1985 WOAI began broadcasting from a new state of the art
continental 316C-2, fifty thousand watt transmitter feeding a 540
foot Franklin antenna. Planning for the site near Zuhle, Texas
took over 5 years and the project represented an investment of over
half a million dollars.

WOAI has been a part of the radio broadcasting world for 68 years.
The station has garnered awards every year representing the quality
of programming, the creativity of journalism and the integrity of
management.

WOAr is proud to serve the nation, 24 hours a day, as one of a few
select class l-A clear channel stations in the united states.
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